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§1. Introduction
Let r be a positive integer and let G and H be graphs. We denote by G Ñ pHq r the property that any colouring of the edges of G with at most r colours contains a monochromatic H in G. In 1995, Rödl and Ruciński determined the threshold for the property Gpn, pq Ñ pHq r for all graphs H. The maximum 2-density m p2q pHq of a graph H is given by m p2q pGq " max " |EpJq|´1 |V pJq|´2 : J Ă H, |V pJq| ě 3 * , where we suppose |V pHq| ě 3.
Theorem 1 (Rödl and Ruciński [8, 9] [2] . The study of anti-Ramsey properties of random graphs was initiated by Rödl and Tuza, who proved in [10] that for every ℓ a fairly small p " ppnq is such that Gpn, pq rb ÝÑ p C ℓ almost surely. The following result of two of the current authors and Konstadinidis [4] . In [5] it was shown that there are infinitely many graphs H for which the threshold is asymptotically smaller than n´1
Recently, it was proved that for sufficiently large cycles and complete graphs the upper bound given in Theorem 2 is asymptotically sharp.
Theorem 3 (Nenadov, Person, Škorić and Steger [7] The authors of the above result remark that their result could hold for all cycles and complete graphs of order at least 4. We prove that Theorem 3 can indeed be extended to complete graphs of order at least 5, but not for K 4 . The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 4.
For k ě 5, we have p
Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 4 for complete graphs with at least 5 vertices.
We remark that our proof works for all complete graphs on at least 5 vertices, i.e., not only for complete graphs on fewer than 19 vertices. The proof of Theorem 4 for K 4 is given in Section 3.
In [1] the second and third authors, together with Barros and Cavalar, extended Theorem 3 to cycles on at least 5 vertices. As discussed by the second author in [6] the case H " C 4 is again special and we have p
. We remark that with a proof similar to the proofs for K 4 Beside the maximum 2-density of a graph, we will also need the maximum density mpHq of a graph H, defined by 
H.
In the remainder of this section we prove Lemma 7. In what follows we outline the ideas of our proof, analysing the structure of some subgraphs that will be important in our proof strategy (see Proposition 9 and Definition 10). We finish by proving an inductive result (Lemma 11) that directly implies Lemma 7.
From now on, let k ě 5 and let G be a connected graph with mpGq ă m p2q pK k q " pk`1q{2. Since we are interested in obtaining a colouring such that every K k is nonrainbow, we may assume that all vertices and edges of G are contained in a K k . We say that a subgraph of G is a K k -component if any edge and vertex is contained in a K k and
are connected in the auxiliary graph that has K k 's in G as vertices and edge-intersecting K k 's as edges. Clearly, we may assume that G contains only a single K k -component, as we might otherwise combine colourings of all its K k -components to a colouring of G.
Let v be a vertex of minimum degree. A simple but important observation is that since mpGq ă pk`1q{2, the average degree in G is less than k`1. Thus, v has degree at most k.
The following induced subgraphs of G on v and some of its neighbours play a special role in our proof:
‚ Rpvq: subgraph of G on tvu Y tw P Npvq : every K k containing w also contains vu;
Furthermore, we define the following graphs:
‚ Gv: the induced graph on the vertices V pGq V pRpvqq; ‚ G v : the graph obtained from Gv by removing all edges not contained in a K k .
In the inductive colouring strategy for Lemma 11, the induction step will be from G v to G. The following simple fact provides useful information about the structure of G v . 
Proof. x P Rpvq and y P Spvq, which implies dpxq ă dpvq, a contradiction, which concludes the proof.
In Figure 1 we show all possible structures for Kpvq when k " 5. In our proof we will use the fact that mpGq ă pk`1q{2 to bound the number of occurrences of X ℓ , Y ℓ , and U 1
as Kpvq in the induction.
Using the characterisation given in Proposition 9, the number of vertices removed from G to obtain G v is given in the subscripts of X ℓ , Y ℓ and U 1 , and the difference in the number of edges between Gv and G is as follows.
We will use the following measure of how close G is to the allowed upper bound pk`1q{2 on the density mpGq. Set
The term 2k in bpGq is chosen so that bpK k q " 0. Moreover, from epGq{vpGq ď mpGq ă pk`1q{2, we know that
Using (1) we get
Note that there can be an arbitrary number of X k´2 's in G (they contribute 0 to bpGq), but because of the upper bound in (2) we know that all other types of Kpvq are limited to a small number of occurrences. Since pk´ℓ´2qℓ ě k´3 for 1 ď ℓ ď k´3, and pk´ℓqℓ ě k´1 for 1 ď ℓ ď k´2, the following follows directly from (3).
We will describe an inductive colouring strategy, which will always lead to an edgecolouring of G with no rainbow K k . To keep track of some additional properties of the colouring that will help us during the induction, we introduce five stages P 0 , . . . , P 4 , which guarantee the existence of a partial colouring of G with some useful properties.
exists a partial proper colouring of G such that the following properties hold.
(ii ) If G P P 0 then each colour is used exactly twice, in any K k there are exactly two coloured edges, and any 4 vertices span at most 3 coloured edges; Also, any two
any 4 vertices span at most j`2 coloured edges;
Property (i ) is the main property of the colouring we want to ensure. Properties (ii ) and (iii ) will allow us to keep the induction proof for Lemma 11 going. Note that, for 0 ď i ď 3, if G P P i then G P P i`1 . We will inductively extend a partial colouring of Gv to a partial colouring of G. To allow such induction, we will prove that if Gv is not in some stage P i , then bpGvq is already "large", which implies that some configurations are forbidden for Kpvq, as otherwise bpGq would be to large (recall that bpGq ă 2k). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of vertices of the graph G. If vpGq " k then Fact 8 implies that G is a K k and then we can colour two non-adjacent edges of G with the same colour, from where we conclude that G is in P 0 . Also, bpK k q " 0, so the lemma holds. Now consider a graph G on at least k`1 vertices satisfying the assumptions of the lemma. Depending on bpGq, we have to show that G is in a certain stage. Let v be a vertex of minimum degree in G. Fact 8(i ) implies that G v has at least k vertices. We will first handle the case that G v is a single K k -component (Claim 12). The case where there are multiple K k -components will be considered in Claim 13.
Proof of Claim 12. By the inductive hypothesis, the lemma holds for G v . Let j v be the smaller index such that G v P P jv and note that, for 1 ď j v ď 4, if G v P P jv then Gv P P jv .
For j v " 0, it could be that G v P P 0 does not imply Gv P P 0 . In fact, if epGv G v q ą 0, then it could be that the edges in Gv G v form a K 4 in Gv with 3 coloured edges, because 4 vertices of G v could span 3 coloured edges. Then, property P 0 would not hold for Gv.
But it is not hard to check that Gv P P 1 . In view of this, we define
For 1 ď j v ď 4, as no edge in EpGvq EpG v q is contained in a K k , the partial edgecolouring that guarantees that G v P P jv ensures that Gv P P jv . Thus, one can view jv as the smaller index such that one can always ensure that Gv P P jv .
We will prove that G is in some of the stages described in Definition 10. More precisely, we will prove that if Kpvq " X k´2 , then G is in the same stage as Gv,
if Kpvq " X ℓ p1 ď ℓ ď k´3q, then we advance at most one stage from Gv to G,
if Kpvq " Y ℓ p1 ď ℓ ď k´2q, then we advance at most two stages from Gv to G,
if Kpvq " U 1 , then we advance at most two stages from Gv to G.
Note that, in the statement of the lemma, the difference in the bound on bpGq between two consecutive stages P i and P i`1 is at most k´3 and between two stages P i and P i`2 it is at most k´1. From (4) and (6) it is not hard to check that itens (a)-(e) in the statement of the lemma hold.
Note that the only case that we are sure there will be no change in the stage from Gv to G is when Kpvq " X k´2 (recall that it contributes zero to bpGq). By the difference bpGq´bpGv q described in (3) and the fact that bpGq ă 2k, the statement of the lemma applied on Gv implies that if Kpvq " X ℓ p1 ď ℓ ď k´3q, then bpGv q ď 2k´2, which implies Gv P P 3 , so jv ď 3,
if Kpvq " Y ℓ p1 ď ℓ ď k´2q, then bpGv q ď k`1, which implies Gv P P 2 , so jv ď 2, (7) if Kpvq " U 1 , then bpGvq ď k`1, which implies Gv P P 2 , so jv ď 2.
We will now give the desired partial edge-colouring that extends the edge-colouring of
Gv to G and advances the stages in the promised way. We split our proof into a few cases depending on the structure of Kpvq.
Case Kpvq " X k´2 .
Since Kpvq " X k´2 , the graph Gv intersects Kpvq in exactly one edge. We colour two disjoint edges, one contained in Rpvq and the other with one endpoint in Rpvq, with a new colour. These two edges do not close a coloured triangle and clearly all sets of four vertices and K k 's in Kpvq contain at most two coloured edges. Also any four vertices containing one of the newly coloured edges can contain at most three coloured edges, so if Gv P P 0 then Property 10(ii ) holds for G, which implies that G P P 0 . By the last part of this argument, Property 10(iii ) holds in G if it did in Gv, so G is in P jv .
Case Kpvq " X ℓ for 2 ď ℓ ď k´3.
By (7), we have jv ď 3. We extend the current colouring in the following way: if there is any coloured edge in Spvq, then we give this colour to one of the edges in Rpvq, which contains an edge since ℓ ě 2. Otherwise we choose a new colour and colour two disjoint edges that both intersect Rpvq with this colour. In the first case it is trivial that G is in P jv`1 and in the second it is easy to see that G is in P jv`1 as the only set of four vertices that contains the two new coloured edges has no other coloured edge.
Case Kpvq " X 1 .
By (7), we have jv ď 3. First suppose that Gv P P 0 . If Spvq already contains two coloured edges with the same colour, then we are done. So assume this is not the case.
Since in P 0 any two K k 's in Gv intersect in at most one edge, any K k´1 must be contained we will separately verify that Property 10 (iii ) holds for j " 2 in G, i.e., that any four vertices contain at most three edges.
By (7) and f ) either contain v or is a K 4 's in Gv, so they contain at most four coloured edges in G, which implies that G P P 2 . If Gv is in P 1 or in P 2 , then we observe as before that
It remains to prove that Lemma 11 holds when G v has multiple K k -components. 
If one of the K k -components, say G 1 , is in P 0 , we will use the induction hypothesis in a slightly stronger version. Note that for G 1 in P 0 , if we repeatedly remove graphs Kpwq for minimum degree vertices w of G 1 , then we know that all such Kpwq's are X k´2 , as otherwise there would be two K k 's sharing more than one edge, which contradicts the fact that G 1 is in stage P 0 . Then, by the colouring procedure we described before for extending
Gv to G in case Kpvq " X k´2 , we may always pick any edge e P G 1 and ensure that e is uncoloured and any K 3 containing e also contains another uncoloured edge. Thus for all components G i that are in P 0 and intersect Spvq in a single edge e, we know how to give a partial colouring of G i that respects Definition 10 and ensure that e is uncoloured.
Alternatively, we can also guarantee that a given edge e is coloured.
Furthermore, the stronger induction hypothesis also applies to the case when G v contains more than one K k -component and bpGq ď k´4. In general if bpGq ď k´4, then any two 
We will show that Spvq P P j min (Sub-Claim 14). Then, we deal with the K k 's in Kpvq to prove that in fact we have G P P j min (Sub-Claim 15). In view of (9) it is clear that Sub-Claim 15 implies the statement of Claim 13.
Sub-Claim 14.
The graph Spvq is in P j min .
Proof of Sub-Claim 14. If j min " 0, then b sum pGq ă k´3, which from (8) implies that all
there are no coloured edges within Spvq,
which trivially implies Spvq P P 0 .
For j min P t1, 2, 3u, we only need to show that Property (iii ) of Definition 10 holds in Spvq, which says that any 4 vertices span at most j min`2 coloured edges. We now argue that in Spvq we can not have to many coloured edges, as any coloured edge in Kpvq belongs to a K k -component. In fact, from the induction hypothesis,
and in case G i P P 0 , the graph G i,Spvq contains more than one edge if one is coloured.
Then, from (8), we know that
In conclusion, every K k -component G i that shares a coloured edge with Spvq contributes at least k´3 to b sum pGq.
If j min " 1 then, in view of (9), at most one of the graphs G i contributes with coloured edges to Spvq.
In fact, if a K k -component G i contributes with coloured edges to Spvq, then G i is not in P 0 (because of the stronger induction hypothesis). But then, in case there are at least two K k -components that contributes with coloured edges to Spvq, we know from (8) that b sum pGq ě 2pk´3q ě k´1, a contradiction with (9) . Therefore, since b sum pGq ď k´1, the induction hypothesis implies that G i P P 1 and we are done.
If j min " 2, then we have to argue that there can not be more than 4 coloured edges spanned by 4 vertices in Spvq. Thus, suppose for a contradiction that Spvq contains a set S 4 of 4 vertices that spans 5 coloured edges. Since all G i 's are in P 2 , which implies that any 4 vertices span at most 4 coloured edges (see Definition 10), if there is only one G i which contributes with coloured edges to Spvq, then we are done. Thus we may assume there are at least two G i 's contributing with coloured edges to Spvq. But note that there are at most two G i 's with coloured edges in G i,Spvq and they are in P 1 ,
as otherwise we would have b sum pGq ě k (from (c), (11) and (12)), which contradicts (9).
Then, for any 4 vertices in Spvq, each G i,Spvq contributes with at most 3 coloured edges.
Suppose now that G 1 and G 2 are in P 0 . Since there is no fully coloured triangle in a single G i , there has to be one G i that contributes with a coloured tree on 4 vertices in S 4 .
Therefore,
a contradiction with (9) . On the other hand if one of the G i 's, say G 1 , is not in P 0 (but G 1 is in P 1 ), then there might be a coloured triangle, in which case we guarantee only three vertices in each of G 1,Spvq and G 2,Spvq , but we still get a contradiction using (12).
a contradiction with (9).
Finally, suppose j min " 3, which implies from (9) that b sum pGq ă 2k´2. We aim to
show that in Spvq any 4 vertices span at most 5 coloured edges. Similar as before suppose for a contradiction that Spvq contains a set S 4 of 4 vertices that spans 6 coloured edges,
i.e., it is completely coloured. Then, these coloured edges can not be from a single G i,Spvq ,
as G i P P 3 . It is easy to check that there are at most three G i 's. If there are exactly three of them, then they are all in P 1 , as otherwise we would have from (c), (11) and (12) which is again a contradiction, which concludes the proof that Spvq is in P j min .
It is left to prove that G P P j min .
Sub-Claim 15.
The graph G is in P j min .
Proof of Sub-Claim 15. Since Sub-Claim 14 is already proved, it remains to deal with the K k 's contained in Kpvq. As in the case where G v is only a single K k -component (Claim 12), we split the proof depending on the structure of Kpvq. Recall that since G v contains more
We proceed exactly like in the proof of Claim 12, which means that we colour an edge within Rpvq if there is a coloured edge in Spvq or we colour two parallel edges otherwise.
Case Kpvq " Y ℓ for 2 ď ℓ ď k´2.
In this case we also proceed as in the proof of Claim 12. We can pick two disjoint edges incident to Rpvq that are contained in both K k 's of Kpvq and give a new colour to both of them.
The case j min " 0 was already covered earlier by the stronger induction hypothesis, because then bpGq ď k´4 and G P P 0 . If j min " 1 then either only one G i intersects
Spvq in more than a single edge and all are in P 0 or all but one G i are in P 0 and each G i intersects Spvq only in a single edge. Let G 1 be the special G i in both cases. In the first case we use the stronger induction hypothesis to ensure that there is a coloured edge of
Then there is an edge incident to v that is not incident to G 1 , which we can give the same colour. In the latter case we colour two disjoint edges not incident to G 1 and get G P P 1 as only in G 1 there could be a coloured triangle. If Kpvq " Y 1 then we can proceed similar to the colouring given in Claim 12. As bpKpvqq " bpKḱ`1q " k´3 we have j min ‰ 0 and for j min ě 1 we consider three vertices inside Spvq that are contained in both K k 's. We want to colour one edge inside these three vertices and the edge connecting the third to v. For j min " 1 this is possible because all G i are in P 0 and there are no coloured edges in Spvq so far, which gives G P P 1 . When j min " 2, there is at most one coloured edge or a single G i R P 0 (which contributes with no coloured edges to Spvq) and thus this is also possible and G P P 2 .
Lastly, for j min " 3, we only fail if there is a completely coloured triangle which was created by a G 1 P P 1 with bpG 1 q ě k´3 and |bpG 1,Spvq q| ě k´3 or by G 1 P P 0 and G 2 P P 0 with |bpG 1,Spvq q| ě k´3 and |bpG 2,Spvq q| ě k´3. In the first case there is no other coloured edge but in this triangle, and therefore we can easily colour two edges incident to v with colours from this triangle to make both K k non-rainbow. In the latter case we can do something similar, as G 1 and G 2 can not contain Kḱ`1 and therefore there is for both K k a vertex uncovered by G 1 or G 2 that together with v can be coloured using a colour from the triangle.
Since we proved Sub-Claims 14 and 15, we conclude that Claim 13 holds.
The proof of Lemma 11 follows from Claims 12 and 13. §3. Complete graph on four vertices
In this section we analyse the anti-Ramsey threshold for K 4 , and show that p Theorem 16 (Bollobás [3] and thus b K 4 pGq will be at least 11. §4. Acknowledgement
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